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Introduction

TFWA World
Exhibition – set
to be a record
breaking event
“I was taught to strive not because
there were any guarantees of
success but because the act of
striving is in itself the only way to
keep faith with life.”
Madeleine Albright, Madam Secretary: A Memoir

TFWA World Exhibition is set to be
a record-breaking event this year –
reflecting an industry that also looks
likely to report record figures this year,
if Generation’s first half year results
continue their momentum. In a world
which continues to suffer from recession
in some regions, this is no mean feat. It
is a reflection, I believe, of our industry’s
continued commitment to improving
the retail experience and offer, and the
continued strive for success whatever
the external influences!
2012 sees a total of 462 exhibiting
companies present on a massive
21,000sqm of floor space, which includes
the new Beach Village housing a number

of very interesting exhibitors – as well as
a superb new restaurant facing the sea.
We are also delighted to welcome 38 new
and returning exhibitors across various
product sectors, and wish them all the
very best for the week.
As mentioned, the continuing growth
of TFWA World Exhibition reflects an
equally buoyant industry. Latest Generation figures for the first half of 2012
show global duty free and travel retail
sales up 9.6% on the same period last
year to US$24.4m with – not surprisingly – most growth coming from Asia
Pacific at 21.7%. While Europe shows a
slight fall at -0.3%, the figure is perhaps
not as bad as it could have been, given
the general economic situation across

welcome message

the board in Europe and the passenger
development in recent months. In terms
of product groups, sales show most
growth from luxury goods, up 12.9%, but
all sectors are on the increase and that
must be good news for the industry in
general. Channel wise, downtown and
border shops are up 13.1% followed by
airports at 9.3% and airlines at 5.1%.
Ferries and Cruise lines are a little down,
in line with the European fall and this
is, perhaps, a reflection of the economic
situation in certain regions and recent
safety problems within the cruise sector
adversely affecting bookings.
Overall it is a very good and encouraging
result – though not one to be complacent about. The world is a fragile place
economically and politically and we must
all stay aware of how external influences
– good, bad or otherwise – will shape our
future. It is a topic that will be addressed
in the opening conference – A Brand New
Dimension – when, after my own industry
perspective, Madeleine Albright, former
U.S. Secretary of State, will present her
views on how the dynamics of the political and economic spectrum, including
unrest in the Middle East, unprecedented
economic growth in Asia, a challenging
US economy, and financial turmoil in
Europe, will impact global business.
The line up also includes Jean-Charles
Decaux, CEO, JCDecaux, and economist
Kjell A Nordstrom, discussing consumer
trends and business strategies that we
can all learn lessons from.
The reasons for attending TFWA World
Exhibition are compelling. For buyers
this is the opportunity to touch base
with the most sought-after brands in

WiT raising funds to
complete Lotus
Flower school
This year’s WiT (Women in Travel)
meeting takes place on Tuesday 23
October from 17:30 to 19:00 in the Foyer
of the Grand Auditorium of the Palais des
Festivals.
Last year, WiT – with the help of many
generous donors – raised over £10,000,
which launched funding to build a school
in rural India for 50 children with severe
challenges ranging from blindness to
leprosy. The school is nearing completion
thanks to the extraordinary generosity of
William Grant & Sons, whose Global Travel
Retail Managing Director Rita Greenwood
is a member of WiT. The aim this year is to
raise funds to complete the home.
Earlier this year, William Grant released
11 bottles of the Glenfiddich Janet Sheed
Roberts Reserve to be auctioned for charity.
Bottle No 7 was auctioned by the Global

www.tfwa.com

home complex and if we can raise that sum
at the WiT meeting in Cannes this year,
that would be absolutely fantastic. Anything
we raise over and above that will be used
to buy equipment and teaching aids for the
school and furniture for the home.”
As usual funds will be raised through sales
of tickets for a prize draw, with products
being donated by participants at TFWA
World Exhibition. Prizes should be delivered to Furla (Bay Village, B15) by Tuesday
23 October at 15:00.
Travel Retail division on behalf of the Lotus
Flower Trust. It was bought by World Duty
Free for £42,000, raising nearly £35,000 after
tax to contribute to the building of the school
and start a fund for a new home (sited next to
the school) where the children will live.
WiT founder Sarah Branquinho
commented: “We now require just £10,000
to complete the building of the school/

To donate a prize, please contact any
of the following:
Sarah Branquinho: sarah.branquinho@worlddutyfree.com
Gerry Munday: gerry.munday@furla.com
Catherine Bonelli: cbonelli@devanlay.fr
Tina Tam: tina.tam@laprairiegroup.ch
Amanda Felix: amanda.felix@dfnionline.com
Lois Pasternak: parsnip5@aol.com

a prestigious environment, monitoring
new products and trends, and engaging
in industry debate and discussion via our
unique networking opportunities, including the Opening Cocktail and Le Premium
Evening. This year sees a new venue for
The Scene at Gare Maritime – a great
place to unwind after a busy day and an
equally busy evening of brand events,
parties and dinners!
Many of you will meet for the first time
on Sunday at one of the various leisure
events, this year including a new soccer
tournament, while for others it will be
at the evening’s cocktail party at the
prestigious Palm Beach – a beautiful
spot for the start of a busy week.
This issue of the Daily is designed to help
you plan the week ahead and ensure
you make the most of every opportunity.
Additionally, onsite all participants can
again access instant information through
TFWA’s own Smartphone App and benefit
from new interactive navigator touch
screens around the exhibition halls.
I look forward to meeting you all in
Cannes for what is set to be a truly
record year.

Erik Juul-Mortensen
President, TFWA

New:
Beach
Village
This year’s TFWA World Exhibition
will be the biggest and busiest
ever. TFWA has established a new
exhibition area in response to the
high demand for additional space
from existing exhibitors, as well
as to accommodate as many new
exhibitors as possible.
The new Beach Village will
increase total exhibition space to
more than 21,000sqm. Located on
Riviera Beach, next to the Palais
des Festivals, the large outdoor
structure will house Philip
Morris and Hugo Boss, as well as
featuring the new Beach Restaurant. Meanwhile, The Scene is
relocated to a stylish new home
in the Gare Maritime on the other
side of the Palais des Festivals.
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leisure and social activities

le premium evening

Sunday 21 October, 19:30
Palm Beach
This elegant cocktail party
will truly start the week in
style. It is the ideal opportunity to catch up with old
acquaintances and meet new
contacts in an atmosphere
that will be sophisticated
yet relaxed. A spectacular

Thursday 25 October, 19:30
Palm Beach

featuring spectacular
entertainment.

Le Premium Evening
is always a particular
highlight of the week.
It will provide a fittingly
glamorous finale to a busy
week of business. This
year sees a gala dinner

• Dress code: Black tie
• Entrance by invitation only
• Part of the Full Delegate
package
• A shuttle service will be
available from all major
official hotels

THE SCENE

PALAIS DES
FESTIVALS

boule
vard d
e la

Croisette

CASINO

fireworks display, courtesy
of the City of Cannes, will be
the highlight of the evening.
Monday 22 to Thursday
25 October, 22:00-02:00
Gare Maritime – NEW
LOCATION THIS YEAR

• Dress code: Smart
• Entrance by invitation only
• Part of the Full Delegate
package
• A shuttle service will be
available from all major
official hotels

The Scene is established
as the focal point for
after-hours socialising.

This year, it moves to
a new location – Gare
Maritime – just a short
walk from the Palais des
Festivals. It is the perfect
place to unwind, offering
opportunities to network,
relax and party.

Leisure and social activities
TFWA World Exhibition is renowned for its vibrant range of leisure and social activities, which
perfectly augment a busy week of business. New this year is the Indoor Soccer Tournament,
which is sure to be a popular addition to the range of well-established activities.
New afternoon activity

Golf
Sunday 21 October, 09:00
Cannes Mandelieu Golf
Club, Old Course
Coach departs from
Majestic Hotel at 07:30
The annual Gebr
Heinemann/Estée Lauder
Travel Value Golf Tournament is a perennially
popular start to the week.
The format of play is
Travel Value Scramble.
Maximum handicap for
men is 24 and for ladies
is 28. There is a charity
participation fee of €100.
A bus, courtesy of TFWA,
will depart from the
Majestic Hotel at 07:30
sharp, with a limited
capacity of 50 seats.

Organised by:

Soccer
Tournament

Perfume Masterclass

Sunday 21 October,
14:00-16:00
Les Muriers Gymnasium
Coach departs from
Majestic Hotel at 13:30

09:00

The new Indoor Soccer
Tournament will provide
a fun, fast-paced
addition to the portfolio
of leisure activities.
Players of all abilities
are invited to participate.
Up to eight teams of five

Jogging &
hiking
Sunday 21 October, 08:30
Ile St Marguerite
Boat departs from Quai
Laubeuf at 08:30
The stunning island of
St Marguerite is once
again the setting for the
jogging & hiking. There
is a choice of trails to

www.tfwa.com

players will compete to
become the inaugural
TFWA World Exhibition
Cup champions.

Kindly sponsored by:

Sunday 21 October
Grasse
Coach departs from
Majestic Hotel at 09:00

Pétanque Tournament
Sunday 21 October, 09:30
Place de l’Etang
Coach departs from J.W.
Marriott hotel at 09:15

suit joggers of all abilities, while experienced
guides will direct the
way through the island’s
spectacular pine and
eucalyptus forests.

Kindly sponsored by:

The perfume masterclass
takes place in the historic
town of Grasse. It promises
a memorable experience,
with the opportunity to create
your own, unique scent.

The annual pétanque
tournament is a popular
fixture on the TFWA
World Exhibition agenda.
This most traditional of

Wine
Tasting
Sunday 21 October, 10:00
L’Abbaye de Lerins,
Ile St Honorat
Boat departs from Quai
Laubeuf at 10:00

French sports offers a
perfect, relaxing start
to the week, with a
small amount of friendly
competition too.

��th
Frontier
Awards
Wednesday 24 October,
18:30-22:30
Hôtel Martinez
More than 450 key
industry professionals will
attend the awards dinner
and ceremony for a night
of celebration aiming to
recognise outstanding
examples of marketing,
innovation and retail
excellence.

Kindly sponsored by:
• Dress code: Black tie
• Ticket holders only

The wine-making monks
of Lerins Abbey will
guide you through a
tasting of their internationally acclaimed
selection of vintage
wines. The monks
have been making
wine by hand from

grapes grown in their
own vineyards on the
island of St Honorat for
several hundred years.
Participants will enjoy
lunch at La Tonnelle
restaurant before
catching the boat
back to Cannes.
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On-site services
NEW: The Beach
Restaurant

Location: the Beach Village

Well-Being Lounge

Luggage service

Recruitment services

Location: Level 1
Open to all delegates

Location: Registration Pavilion,
in front of the Palais

Location: Level 0

Be sure to visit the Well-Being Lounge
offering relaxing massages, reflexology
(classical & Thai) and Qi Gong (Chinese
Yoga); all designed to help you focus
on the business ahead. This exclusive
area remains on Level 1 as last year, but
please note the change of location.

Available on arrival at the Palais offering
the following:

Kindly supported by:

On your day of departure you can arrange
for your luggage to be transferred to the
Palais by calling +33 4 92 99 32 13, where
it will be held until you leave.
Price of transfer: €5 for first piece of
luggage and €1 for additional pieces.

Business centre

On-site Press Centre

LOOKING FOR QUALITY
CANDIDATES?

Location: Level 1

Location: Level 3

A dedicated team will be pleased to assist
you with all your secretarial requirements.

A wide range of services at the disposal
of all registered media. An area to relax,
conduct interviews and source information relating to the event:

• Expertise in retail, travel retail,
commercial, marketing, finance, HR,
creation, supply chain, management
• On major markets: France, Europe,
Asia, China, Hong Kong, Singapore,
USA, Middle East, etc.
• Powerful sourcing: pool of 135,000
professionals (including 12,000 in travel
retail), 1,750 Alumni organisations,
social networks, webtracking, etc.
• High quality and efficiency: fill rate >
90% / short-list within 1 week / 20%
service fees (10% initial + 10% success)
• Trust, transparency, commitment and
humanism
• Contact via www.BeThe1.com or at
contact@BeThe1.com

BeThe1 and www.TravelRetailJobs.com
Enjoy the relaxed surroundings of this
fabulous new restaurant located in the
Beach Village. Boasting an enviable
setting with sea views, it offers a varied
and reasonably priced menu, providing an
ideal lunch venue throughout the week.

TFWA Lounge
Location: Golden village, Level 1
For TFWA members and buyers with full
delegate status only

Dedicated concierge service:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reservations for restaurants and trips
Local tourist information
Catering for private events
Car rental, travel service, taxi booking
service
Car hire without chauffeur
Private jet transport
Babysitters
Boat hire
Travel ticket modifications
Gift and flower delivery
Errand running/problem solving
Internet
Private bar and lounge area
(complimentary drinks and snacks)
International press
Massage service

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internet access
Fax service – mail service
Photocopy – Computer access
CD and USB key
Secretarial assistance
Telephone card – stamps – stationery
Meeting room rental

Services desks

Kindly supported by:

• Interview room, Internet area
• Press lounge & bar
• Press racks, Press photographs, official
press releases & press dossiers,
Exhibitors’ press packs/releases
• Diary of exhibitors’ events, ongoing
liaison with the TFWA Daily.

Location: Level 1

Helicopter service

• Hotel
• The Scene & Le Premium Evening
• Photo & Video service

Azur Hélicoptère, as an official partner of
TFWA World Exhibition, is offering special
discounted rates to all participants. Scheduled return flights (every 30 minutes) will
operate between Nice Airport and the city of
Cannes.

Photo & video service
Location: Level 1
For exhibitors only – 20% discount for
TFWA Members
Benefit from perfect exposure – the photo
and video service is a great opportunity
to promote your presence at TFWA World
Exhibition, keep a record of your stand
or film interviews of your VIP guests in
Cannes. Members are entitled to a 20%
special discount on this on-site service
during the TFWA World Exhibition. For
details and booking, visit the dedicated
desk on-site at the Business & Exhibition
Services area (Palais des Festival, Level 1).
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• A classic service where you leave your
luggage securely for the day.
• An express service where, on arrival, your
luggage is transferred directly to your hotel.

BeThe1 is a leading international recruitment firm specialised in fashion, beauty,
retail and travel retail with a team of 15
experts based in Paris, New York, Hong
Kong, Shanghai, Singapore and Tokyo,
servicing 300 key employers with about
30 searches a month and operating two
websites: www.BeThe1.com and
www.TravelRetailJobs.com

LOOKING FOR QUALITY JOBS?
Or simply wanting to keep in constant
touch with your job market?
Register your profile free of charge and
confidentially on www.BeThe1.com and
BeThe1 will e-mail you confidentially with
all suitable jobs.

One way trip:
By Transfer
• Minimum 3 persons with luggage: €99/
person (+ €15 tax per person)
• Minimum 2 persons with cabin luggage:
€99/person (+ €15 tax per person)

Visit BeThe1 in the
MEDITERRANEAN VILLAGE
Francois Bouyer +33 (0)6 12 38 80 61
Email: contact@BeThe1.com

For reservations, please contact:
7/7 booking: +33 (0)4 93 90 40 70
After 7 PM 7/7: +33 (0)6 84 53 55 82
Email: infos@azurhelico.com

www.tfwa.com

conference programme

Monday 22 October, 09:00-11:30
Grand Auditorium (Level 1),
Palais des Festivals
Complimentary access to all
badge holders
Erik Juul-Mortensen,
TFWA President, will open
the conference with his
traditional state of the
industry address. He will
reflect on the current
performance, focusing on
how changing economic dynamics are
leading to new consumer and passenger
profiles. Juul-Mortensen will discuss how
new dimensions to marketing and interactive communication are impacting on
consumer behaviour. He will also examine
how the industry can address constant
and fast-moving evolutions to keep ahead
of change.
Madeleine Albright,
former US Secretary of
State and Chair, Albright
Stonebridge Group, will
share her views on how
the various changing
dimensions across the
political and economic spectrum will
impact global business. The geo-political
and macro-economic perspective on
world affairs will be a much-anticipated
element of the agenda, with US elections
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A brand new
dimension
around the corner, continued unrest in
the Middle East, relentless growth in
Asia, and the troubled Eurozone affecting business.
Jean-Charles
Decaux, Chairman of
the Executive Board and
co-CEO of JCDecaux, will
provide an insider
perspective, examining
how engagement with
consumers is taking on a brand new
dimension. His unique insights into
consumer trends and the latest means to
reach customers at all stages of the travel
experience promise to be truly compelling.
JCDecaux as a company has a fascinating
story to tell about building a brand from a
small family-owned business into a
multi-national powerhouse, with an
emphasis on innovation and engaging
solutions to interact with consumers.

This year’s conference – themed ‘A brand new
dimension’ – will explore how the duty free and travel
retail industry is facing up to the fast changing world
and how it is being transformed as a result. The high
profile speaker line-up will provide a unique, holistic
perspective on all aspects of the various dynamics
that are shaping international business, including
duty free and travel retail, around the world.
Kjell A Nordstrom,
Economist & Author, will
offer an eye-opening
perspective on how
businesses need to
rethink their business
models and strategies in
the face of global societal shifts. He will
look at the various ways in which the

world is changing. Looking at the impact
of population growth, economic shifts, the
growth of choice for consumers and
consumer trends, global crises, consumer
expectations and market forces,
Nordstrom will discuss how businesses
are being forced to rethink, innovate and
adapt to the ‘new dimension’ across all
continents and all spheres of society.

TFWA WORLD EXHIBITION show preview 2012

workshops programme

Workshops
programme
Tuesday 23 October, 08:00-09:00

The Airline &
Retailer Workshop
Touch points: Communicating with
customers in travel retail
Salle “Diane”, Majestic Hotel
Complimentary access to
all badge holders
Registration necessary at:
conference@tfwa.com
Bernie Brennan, Former Chairman,
National Retail Federation & Author
Christine Martin, Managing Director,
TRT & ISPY
This year’s Airline & Retailer Workshop
will focus on both the ‘technology touch’
and the ‘human touch’ in communicating with travelling consumers.
Bernie Brennan, former retail CEO,
Chairman of the National Retail
Federation and author of ‘Branded! How

Retailers Engage Consumers with Social
Media and Mobility’, will discuss how the
use of social media and mobile communications are successfully evolving. He
will also offer his insights into the future
of the digital world. Brennan’s address
will analyse some of the latest uses of
social media and mobile communications in the retail environment, with an
emphasis on how travel retail can best
leverage these rapidly growing personal
consumer channels.
Christine Martin, Managing Director, TRT
& ISPY, will focus on the ‘human touch’,
examining the importance of best-in-class
customer engagement. She will highlight
how trained staff and crew can be empowered to ensure customers buy more – or,
indeed, buy something. Martin will analyse
how, from the recruitment stage through
to performance management, retailers can
ensure their staff have the ‘human touch’.

Wednesday 24 October, 08:00-09:00

China, Russia & Brazil
Market Watch
Salon “Croisette”, Majestic Hotel
Complimentary access to all
badge holders
Registration necessary at:
conference@tfwa.com
Sunil Tuli, President, APTRA & Managing Director, King Power Group (Duty
Free) Hong Kong
Peter Harbison, Executive Chairman,
CAPA – Centre for Aviation
Peter Mohn, Partner, m1nd-set
TFWA is bringing an alternative approach
to the Asia Pacific Workshop this year in
line with the conference theme – ‘A brand
new dimension’. The regional scope is
being broadened to cover the fast developing markets of Brazil and Russia, as well
as the powerhouse of China, with the

workshop set to examine these developing aviation markets and the shopping
behaviour of travellers from each.
Peter Harbison, Executive Chairman,
CAPA – Centre for Aviation, will discuss
the expansion of airline networks to, from
and within China, Russia and Brazil. He
will also highlight the growth of airport
infrastructure, while assessing the
potential for the duty free and travel retail
market.
Peter Mohn, Partner, m1nd-set, will look
at the most important customer segments
of travelling consumers from China,
Russia and Brazil. He will report on the
first global cross-category segmentation survey commissioned by TFWA and
undertaken by m1nd-set. Mohn’s analysis
will include the shopping and purchasing
behaviour of key segments from within
each market.

children’s items

01
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Gifting innovation

Children’s items continue to offer the perfect opportunity for impulse and incremental
sales, and many exhibitors at this year’s TFWA World Exhibition are highlighting
innovations in the category. Ross Falconer reports on a selection.
The key sales drivers for children’s
items in travel retail remain impulse
purchasing and gifting. This can involve
fulfilling the guilt purchase of parents
on business or holiday without the
children, or buying to entertain children
while on the move.
Scorpio Distributors (Mediterranean
Village P8) has extended its Just plush
toy range with a new ‘Travelling Together’
concept, designed to promote sales at
point of purchase. Each Toffee Bear,
Puddles Dog and Scratch Cat – all available in three sizes – comes complete
with a felt ‘Travelling Together’ tag, which
allows the purchaser to write a ‘to and
from’ message. Also new are a collection
of three bright and cheerful Rag Dolls
– Daisy, Lily and Poppy – and two new
Scented Bears – mint and cotton candy.
Richard Kennedy, Group Sales & Marketing Director, Scorpio Distributors,
highlighted the importance of being
innovative and creative. “We have to
continue offering products, supported by
promotional programmes and merchandising solutions, that inspire retailers and
airports to take the category seriously –
even if space is limited. Innovation is key,”
he said.
LEGO Group (Marine Village S1) will
present its latest novelties at TFWA World
Exhibition, with an emphasis on those

04
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with price points and packaging most
suitable for travel retail. Among these
is the inflight exclusive LEGO Police
Helicopter, which will be available from 1
January 2013. Annette Rosendahl, Travel
Retail Manager, LEGO Group, reports an
increased demand for novelties in the
children’s items sector. “The purchase of
toys in travel retail is very often impulse
driven and if you want to take a gift home,
maybe you do not recall which products
the child already has. A safe choice is to
buy the newest products,” she said.

Creative and entertaining
New products from The Wandering
Monkey (Marine Village S4) include The
Wandering Monkey 40 piece 3D Puzzle
Plane and Wandering Monkey Games
Compendium. “Currently, the popular
products for us focus on items that are
creative and entertaining, yet compact
and portable. Our Activity Pack continues
to perform well in all areas of duty free/
travel retail,” commented Jonathan
Corbett, Director, The Wandering Monkey.
Meanwhile, Schäfer Toy Company (Ambassadeurs Village Office 45) is presenting a
wide portfolio of new and inflight exclusive
items, such as trendy new mic o mic jets, a
new plush collection including the famous
Teddy in the Box concept, as well as a
brand new micro brick system. Educational products are very important for the

05

customer, according to Joachim Schäfer,
Managing Director, Schäfer Toy Company.
“They are looking for high quality and nice
design. Mic o mic is currently on 43 airlines
worldwide. The response from the customers and our airline partners has been, and
continues to be, fantastic,” he said.
Premier Portfolio (Green Village M44)
only supplies travel retail outlets, so
products are designed to be unique,
relevant, attractively packaged and
meet the operator’s profit margins.
“Our original Fun Plane range is still
very popular, whether it is in one of our
licensed brands such as British Airways,
KLM, SAS or Virgin Atlantic, or our own
Fun Plane range. The range has now
been extended by creating souvenir
destination versions, such as FLY
ESPANA, FLY UKRAINE and AIR TURKEY.
We can create these as exclusives for any
operator, subject of course to volume,”
said Premier Portfolio’s Kevin Walsh.
A new addition to the range this year is
the FUN PLANE WATCH with pop out LCD
display, engine sound and lights.
For 2013, Schuco (Red Village J17) is adding
more than 50 items to its duty free assortment. These include new premium plush
pets and also the Steffi Love and Evi Love
dolls. The company foresees continued
success in the license sector. Its licenses,
such as Filly and Disney’s Cars2, have
exceeded expectations.

01 Schäfer Toy Company will present a wide portfolio
of new and inflight exclusive items at TFWA World
Exhibition, such as the trendy new mic o mic jets.
02 For 2013, Schuco is adding more than 50 items to
its duty free assortment. These include new premium
plush pets and also the Steffi Love and Evi Love dolls.
03 New products from The Wandering Monkey include
The Wandering Monkey 40 piece 3D Puzzle Plane.
04 A new addition to the Premier Portfolio range
this year is the FUN PLANE WATCH with pop out LCD
display, engine sound and lights. The watch can be
produced in any airline’s livery.
05 Scorpio Distributors has extended its Just plush
toy range with a new ‘Travelling Together’ concept,
designed to promote sales at point of purchase.
06 The inflight exclusive LEGO Police Helicopter will be
available from 1 January 2013.

Travel Retail Experts (Red Village M27)
will present some delightful new sets
from the AirVal Disney and Barbie ranges,
as well as a new collection from Monster
High, the latest trend in video, books,
games and toys from Mattel. “The WWF
Plush collection is our most popular
range with adults as well as children.
These soft fluffy animals, which come
in all sizes from key-ring to child-size
toy, represent real animals in the wild
which are endangered by changes to
their habitat and eco-system,” said Travel
Retail Experts’ Lutz Natonek.
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new exhibitor profiles
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Big brands come
to Cannes
The wide variety of companies either exhibiting for
the first time or returning after an absence highlights
the importance of TFWA World Exhibition to the
development strategies of many leading international
brands. Here, we profile a selection. Further profiles
will follow in subsequent issues of The Daily.

Mondottica 01

World of Patria International 02

Red Village K30

Blue Village G13

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Who are you?

Mondottica is one of the fastest growing
eyewear producers and distributors in the
Optical industry today, with a presence
that extends globally. Specialising in the
design, manufacture and distribution of
high quality eyewear, Mondottica has been
chosen by a number of leading designer
brands to create and distribute their
eyewear under licence. Brands include:
Christian Lacroix, Ted Baker, Lulu
Guinness, Hackett, Pepe Jeans London,
Anna Sui and Converse.

Mondottica is proud to be exhibiting at
TFWA World Exhibition to launch its new
season’s premium collections into the
duty free market. Cannes is an ideal
platform in which to reach high profile
customers who recognise the potential
of their designer sunglasses brands
to further expand existing business.
Cannes gives Mondottica the opportunity
to increase its exposure and recognition
within an ever growing industry.

World of Patria is a specialist wine,
beer and spirits distributor providing a
one-stop shop solution for travel retail,
duty free and the border shopping
community. Last year the company
decided to expand its offer with a specially
selected portfolio of premium and
super-premium spirits and wines offered
to travel retail markets globally. The
company works primarily with independent and niche companies to create an
offer that is unique within the category.

What are your objectives?
Who buys your products?
Customers looking for high quality,
designer eyewear.

To increase exposure and recognition in
the duty free industry.

What is your unique selling
point (USP)?
Mondottica is experienced in designing
and distributing high quality eyewear,
giving them a distinct advantage in the
industry. Along with a global presence,
it has a strong portfolio of high quality,
designer eyewear that includes both
vintage and modern styles.

Red Village M24
w w w. t r a v e l - b l u e . c o m

Who buys your products?
We are targeting travellers who are
increasingly looking not just to trade up in
travel retail, but to find niche brands that
they are less familiar with. We’re a young
and vibrant company looking to partner
with equally dynamic and exciting brands
that bring something new to the table.

Why exhibit now?
The time is right for World of Patria
International to showcase its portfolio
of brands to the travel retail sector. We
exhibited for the first time at the Duty Free
Show of the Americas this year, followed
by TFWA Asia Pacific in May – both of
which have proved very successful for
us regionally. TFWA World Exhibition is,

of course, the global event and for us
absolutely essential if we are to continue
building distribution for our portfolio.

What are your objectives?
Our previous shows have been very
successful, especially TFWA Asia Pacific,
and we are building good distribution in
key regions. Exhibiting in Cannes helps
us to consolidate our business for this
year and introduce our growing portfolio
to both existing and potential customers.
We will be particularly highlighting our
newly created Insignis Collection of award
winning spirits and our relationship with
First Cape in Cannes, heavily promoting
the brand’s sponsorship of the British
Lions tour in Australia and Hong Kong
next year. There is a huge amount of activity around the event, offering masses of
sales potential to retailers and this should
be of interest not only for operators in the
UK and where the play takes place, but all
airports with British traffic and a rugbyloving nation!

What is your USP?
Simple. Our brand portfolio. Many of our
brands are completely new entrants to
the travel retail channel. We are far from
being ‘same old, same old’.
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Who are you?
Glam Rock is an international watch
company, which designs, produces and
distributes exclusively manufactured
timepieces in more than 40 countries
around the world, with a selected
distribution.
Glam Rock watches, the hotly sought
after timepieces which have garnered a
huge following around the world among
celebrities and the fashion set, address a
demanding clientele with no geographical
and cultural boundaries. They are devoted
to qualitative choices and care for details
as well as for fashion trends, definitively
avoiding the ‘déja vu’. The brand incorporates the values of a chic and dynamic
lifestyle, expressed through always
evolving watch collections.

Who buys your products?
Middle-high consumers with spending
power, mainly ladies, who like quality
watches with a touch of fashion and
exclusivity in the design. The Glam Rock
consumers buy our timepieces to have an
accessory identifying their unique style.

Why exhibit now? What are
your objectives?
We are participating at TFWA World
Exhibition to strengthen our brand
positioning by entering some of the key
duty free markets in which we are not
yet present, and to increase our brand
visibility in the travel retail business.

What is your USP?
Exclusivity of design; innovation in
conceiving the timepieces; reinterpretation of fashion trends in a very unique and
personal way; entry price in the luxury
range; and quality.

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Victoria Secret Beauty & Accessories is a
retail model that has been used as part of
the Limited Brands international strategy
for the Victoria’s Secret brand.
These shops, which are about 1,000
square feet, are owned and operated
by partners. They focus only on the
widely popular Victoria’s Secret beauty
products, including prestige fragrances
and exclusive Victoria’s Secret-branded
accessories. The beauty and accessories
concept stores are located in a variety of
local markets, tourist destinations and
major airports around the world.
The Victoria’s Secret Beauty Counter
concept allows customers access to their
favourite Victoria’s Secret Beauty collections, including prestige fragrance, body
care and cosmetics.

Brand awareness and to build positioning
as a market leader in the beauty & accessories category.

Who buys your products?
Victoria’s Secret has come to represent
an aspirational lifestyle. Creating a brand
with high emotional content that makes
women feel sexy, sophisticated and
forever young.

What are your objectives?
We are accelerating growth across the
globe through new markets and locations.
We are prepared and the demand is there.
Now the question is, can we find the
partners?

What is your USP?
We don’t sell products, we sell experiences. VSBA allows for the Victoria’s
Secret emotional experience to be accessible in the travel retail environment.
VSBA provides an environment that
enables VS customers to shop specifically
for beauty and exclusive ranges of VS
Branded accessories.
VSBA carries an assortment that focuses
on the best sellers in VS Beauty.
VSBA has an exclusive range of high
quality VS branded accessories not available in Victoria’s Secret US domestic or
full assortment stores.
VSBA offers an intimate shopping environment that allows for a more personable,
enhanced customer shopping experience.

new & returning exhibitors
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Stand Name

Village

Stand

TAX FREE WORLD
ASSOCIATION
63, Rue de la boétie
75008 Paris France
Tel : +33 1 40 74 09 86
Fax : +33 1 40 74 09 85

Alain Maingreaud
Managing Director
a.maingreaud@tfwa.com

Sector

ALD INTERNATIONAL................................... Bay Village.......................................... Bay 11B..........................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage

Cécile Lamotte
Marketing Director
c.lamotte@tfwa.com

AMORE PACIFIC............................................ Golden Village.................................... GO14.......................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
AMOUAGE..................................................... Golden Village.................................... GO15.......................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics

Produced by:

ANNICK GOUTAL........................................... Blue Village........................................ C5............................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
AURORA WORLD........................................... Red Village......................................... K17....................................................................Gifts / Toys
BARBARA RIHL............................................. Yellow Village..................................... G49.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
BELUGA......................................................... Yellow Village..................................... E41.............................................................. Wine & Spirits
BODEGAS OSBORNE.................................... Green Village...................................... K69.............................................................. Wine & Spirits
BODEGAS WILLIAMS & HUMBERT.............. Ambassadeurs Village....................... U3............................................................... Wine & Spirits
BOTRAN AGED RUMS................................... Yellow Village..................................... G45.............................................................. Wine & Spirits

Ian Hill
Publisher
ian@pps-publications.com

Paul Hogan

BREO............................................................. Blue Village........................................ H1...................................................... Jewellery / Watches

Managing Director
paul@pps-publications.com

BY TERRY/TERRY DE GUNZBURG................ Ambassadeurs Village....................... U11............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics

Ross Falconer

CASTAING FOIES GRAS................................ Marine Village.................................... R3.............................................Confectionery & Fine Food

Editor
ross@pps-publications.com

CHATEAU LE PUY.......................................... Green Village...................................... J67.............................................................. Wine & Spirits
COGNAC GUY LHERAUD............................... Red Village......................................... K1................................................................ Wine & Spirits
ELIZABETH ARDEN...................................... Harbour Village.................................. SENSEI...................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
FERVOR......................................................... Green Village...................................... K62..................................................... Jewellery / Watches
GLAM ROCK.................................................. Golden Village.................................... GO11.................................................. Jewellery / Watches
HUGO BOSS.................................................. Riviera Village.................................... Beach 07........................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
J.M. CAZES SELECTION................................ Red Village......................................... J4................................................................ Wine & Spirits
KUSMI TEA.................................................... Blue Village........................................ A3.............................................Confectionery & Fine Food
LIMITED BRANDS........................................... Bay Village.......................................... Bay Terrace 2.............................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
MALO............................................................. Bay Village.......................................... Bay 12............................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage

Ryan Ghee
Assistant Editor
ryan@pps-publications.com

Dan Hogan
Assistant Editor

Luke Barras-Hill
Assistant Editor

Jenny Rayner
Sales Director
jenny@pps-publications.com

Richard Jende

MANDARINA DUCK....................................... Blue Village........................................ G27.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage

Head Designer
richard@pps-publications.com

MANTERO..................................................... Riviera Village.................................... RJ20...............................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage

Victoria Wilkinson

MONDOTTICA................................................ Red Village......................................... K30.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage

Designer
victoria@pps-publications.com

MOSQUITNO.................................................. Green Village...................................... H56................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
POLAAR......................................................... Yellow Village..................................... E30............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
RAUSCH SCHOKOLADEN............................. Green Village...................................... M54..........................................Confectionery & Fine Food
REISENTHEL ACCESSOIRES........................ Green Village...................................... M60................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
RENA LANGE................................................ Blue Village........................................ F23.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
ROCCOBAROCCO.......................................... Red Village......................................... J12............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
SAMSONITE.................................................. Golden Village.................................... GO17..............................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
SCHÄFER TOY COMPANY............................. Ambassadeurs Village....................... Office 45............................................................Gifts / Toys
SEQUOIA....................................................... Red Village......................................... K25.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
VICOMTE A.................................................... Red Village......................................... L29.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage

Grant Pritchard
Photographer
photography@grantpritchard.co.uk

PPS PUBLICATIONS LTD
3a Gatwick Metro Centre
Balcombe Road, Horley, Surrey
RH6 9GA, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1293 783 851
Fax: +44 1293 782 959
post@pps-publications.com
© PPS Publications Ltd 2012

WHITEHOUSE TRAVEL RETAIL..................... Green Village...................................... L37..................................................... Jewellery / Watches
WONDERFUL PISTACHIOS........................... Blue Village........................................ G9.............................................Confectionery & Fine Food

TFWA Daily is distributed by:

WORLD OF PATRIA INTERNATIONAL........... Blue Village........................................ G13.............................................................. Wine & Spirits
YVES ROCHER............................................... Ambassadeurs Village....................... U2.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
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